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Message from the Chairman

Greeting Marines,

As you read this newsletter, we will be on the doorstep of holding our MEGA Reunion in Old Town Alexandria, 
VA.  The chairman of our reunion, Vince Downes, and his committee have done a bang-up job balancing 
social activities and our formal business meeting.  I want to share some thoughts in preparation for the 
meeting.

We will be conducting our general membership meeting on the last day of the reunion.  We will review 
MEGA’s bylaws. Bylaws are the rules and principles that define our governing structure and serve as MEGA’s 
architectural framework. The time has come to review and update our bylaws to conduct an organization 
worthy of our name and commitment. The chair of the bylaws review committee, Doc Doolittle, is working to 
organize the committee and identify proposed changes, then make them available to the general membership 
for approval

We also hope to recruit a working cadre of personnel to support the MEGA board as we approach the 
upcoming elections in April of 2022.  

Notwithstanding the commitment to family and personal life, we encourage our members to participate in MEGA’s organization. In April of 
2022, our Treasurer position and three board of director’s seats will be available.  We are currently looking for an attorney and someone 
to help out with the secretary’s duties.  I know we have the talent within our membership ranks.

We recognize the importance of providing leadership from both a community and MEGA’s quasi-social/veteran’s organization. We have 
started to create specific duties and responsibilities relative to the board and our committees by providing prospective candidates an 
overview detailing administrative and non-administrative responsibilities.

Would you please commit to running for an open position for this upcoming election in April to move this organization forward? 

Bob Lighty 
Chairman of the Board
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“My best reunion experience was when I got to spend time with one of my Marine 
Corps Buddy Program buddies, Kevin Dupes at the 2018 reunion in Arlington, 
VA. We not only went to boot camp at Parris Island together but went to MSG 
School together in May of 1982. After being medically retired with over 30 years 
of service, it helped me to feel re-connected and uplifted. What I enjoyed the most 
was hearing the stories of the other Marine Security Guards.”

Chairman Robert Lightly   

Voices from Reunions Past:
We asked our members to share their thoughts on past reunions which you’ll find at the end of this quarter’s newsletter.
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Robert L. Lightly, MEGA 
Chairman of the Board



 

Message from Vice- 
Chairman John T. Burke

At the top of my mind is the 
upcoming Marine Embassy Guard 

Association (MEGA) 2021Reunion 
in Alexandria, Virginia. This will be 
my first, and I am looking forward to 
connecting with old and new friends 
who served on the MSG program. 

I hope to see you there, get to know 
more about your experiences as an 
MSG, and ask you a few questions 
related to how we can improve MEGA 
as an organization:

• What type of organization do you want MEGA to be? 

• What benefits and services would you like to see MEGA provide? 

• Are you willing to volunteer either as a board member or on one 
of our many committees?

Please take some time to think about these questions, brainstorm 
ideas we can consider to serve our members better, and consider 
volunteering.  

MEGA Briefing Deck Helps Us Work Smarter, Not Harder

Since appointed as Vice-Chairman, I have been working behind 
the scenes with the MEGA board of directors and committee 
chairs to help improve administrative and operational processes. 
One of the results of these efforts is the deployment of a MEGA 
Briefing Slide Deck. Leveraging the power of Google Slides (similar 
to Power Point), in which the Deck provides a space for all board 
members and committee chairs who are scattered across the 
United States to work smarter, not harder. 

Each participant has a slide or slides devoted to their areas 
of responsibility. These slides provide space for a Situational 
Overview and a quick narrative summary of the items being 
considered. Also, each slide has space dedicated to tracking 
deliverables. The format increases awareness among MEGA 
leadership, enables teams to collaborate in real-time, keeps 
projects on track and visible, and improves communication across 
the organization to expedite our quarterly meetings.

Membership Survey: We Value Your Feedback

Another recent accomplishment for MEGA is the 23 Aug launch of 
our member survey. The purpose of the study, which is open until 
30 Sep, is to learn more about our current and former members, 
gauge their satisfaction level, and see where we are succeeding 
and where we can do better. If you haven’t taken the survey, 
please click here to submit your anonymous feedback. 

The ultimate goal is to improve our organization for all of our 
members. We look forward to sharing the survey results with you 
in the next issue of MEGA News, along with initiatives that will help 
build MEGA into the premiere association for Embassy Marines. 

Semper Fidelis, 
JTB

John Burke
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2021 MEGA Scholarship Report
By MEGA Director David M. Hale

I would like to thank our Scholarship Committee for their work on this past year’s scholarship selections. 
They are Bill Allen, Steve Hardesty, Greg Hill and Joe Mitchell. Job well done, Marines! Congratulations to our 
scholarship recipients Abby Tracy, Nina Samarelli and Blake Cragen, and best wishes for the new school year. 
The Scholarship Committee will start accepting new applications for the 2022 school year starting January 1, 
2022 to 30 April 2022. The winners will be announced at the 2022 reunion. Thanks again to our membership 
for placing your trust  
in us. 

SEMPER FIDELIS!
David Hale
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Thoughts from the  
Marine House
By Ed Vasgerdsian

With the fall of Kabul and our embassy evacuated, the role of 
Marine Security Guards will be a highlight of the news to come.  
I’ll not speculate, but like you, my thoughts have been on the  
well-being of all involved.
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It’s too obvious to mention, but of course, Marines are identified 
by their uniform. However, once gone from active military, the 
appearance of that identification is of no consequence, or is it? 
Seeing the EGA on a baseball cap or faded USMC letters on a 
t-shirt is symbolic of having once served in the Corps. Paunch belly, 
sagging jawline, and a faded tattoo of a grimacing Bull Dog, you 
hold the door open to allow another person to pass. Do you offer 
your seat to someone more in need than you? Do you play by the 
rules while driving in traffic, especially with a Marine Corps decal 
proudly displayed on the tailgate of your SUV? So, even without 
a formal uniform that screams, “Hey, I was in the Marine Corps!”—
you better. Otherwise, you’re an embarrassment to those that still 
wear the uniform. 
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According to jsimkins@militarytimes.com, when students accept 
and continue their education in this program (U.S. Naval Academy), 
there is an understanding and acknowledgment that they will, 
upon graduation, be commissioned. The Navy pays 100% of the 
tuition, room and board, medical and dental care costs of Naval 
Academy midshipmen. Students who attend the Naval Academy 
and do so on a full scholarship are, in return, obligated to for five 
years of active duty service upon graduation. An All-Pro Tampa 
Bay Buccaneer, a recent Naval Academy grad, got signed as an 
undrafted free agent. He was a U.S. Naval 2021 class President. 
U.S. Navy officials denied his request to postpone his five-year 

obligation. The grad in question said, “I look forward to my career 
as a naval officer…However, I am deserving of the opportunity to 
live out another of my life-long dreams before fulfilling my service 
requirement.” 

The issue of obligatory military service about athletes, actors, or 
the self-ordained isn’t new. Roger Staubach and David Robinson 
served in the military and then went to play pro-ball. In the case 
of the All-Pro Buccaneer, the person in question should be held 
financially responsible for his college tuition. Alas, avoiding an 
obligation isn’t new. 
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Conscription in the United States, aka the draft, has been part 
of the American system of military obligation from the American 
Revolution, Civil War, WWI, WWII, and Korean and Vietnam Wars. 
During WWI, The War to End All Wars, the government issued 
a “work or fight” order requiring all able-bodied men of draft 
age to either serve in the military or work in a necessary civilian 
occupation. What was an essential civilian occupation? Building 
something connected with war for sure, but how about America’s 
great pass-time – Baseball?

The choice was to shoulder a Springfield rifle in Europe or help 
manufacture them at home. Meaning men like Babe Ruth were up 
for the draft. Movie and stage actors were exempt from the draft 
on the grounds they were essential to public entertainment. So, 
why not baseball? “Why not?” answered some players as they 
circumvented their obligation, took work in the shipyards and 
munition plants, and signed up to play baseball for company teams 
for salaries far exceeding those of regular workers. 

According to authors Randy Roberts and Johnny Smith’s narrative 
WAR FEVER, players who chose similar ways to avoid conscription 
“outraged many Americans, particularly troops overseas….soldiers 
had become disillusioned with professional baseball because too 
many athletes had evaded the military service.”

Today, there is no draft, but responsibility remains. The Naval 
Academy Midshipman made a contract with the sponsors of his 
free tuition, and payment is due. 



Reunion Update
By Reunion Chairman Vince Downes

Let me start by saying what 
an honor it is to be your 2021 
reunion chairman. I have 
attended MEGA reunions since 
2009 and have always been 
impressed with each one. I 
would like to thank the reunion 
committee members MEGA 
Chairman, Mr. Robert Lighty, for their leadership, guidance, and 
input in having a successful and memorable reunion.

I look forward to seeing and meeting all the attendees and sharing 
our MSG experiences while out on Post.

I ask that we all be a little flexible and patient as things may change 
slightly on the itinerary. Our Military Reunion Planner, Mr. Ray 
Casey, and I will do everything in our power to meet and address 
everyone’s needs and concerns. Planning is ongoing. 

As in our past east coast reunions, the Marine Corps Silent Drill 
Team 8th & I has been our focal point. This year we will be focusing 
on our heritage by returning to the starting point by visiting the 
current Marine Corps Embassy Security Group (MCESG). I would 
like to take the time to thank Colonel Parrella, Commanding Officer 
of MCESG, for allowing us to visit and acknowledge Mr. Frank Bak-
er (Executive Director) MSgt. Wheeler (School Ops Chief) and the 
entire MCESG staff for coordinating and hosting us this year. They 
have an outstanding Plan of the Day in-store for us. The Command 
Staff will provide us with an overview of the current program and 
a briefing from the Marine Security Augmentation Unit (MSAU). We 
will have time for a Q&A session with the staff and Instructor/Advi-
sors. At this time mask will be required while touring certain areas 
of the facility. Cameras will be allowed within the compound and 
facility, but be mindful of OPSEC.  

We can dine with current MSG students and the MSAU Marines 
during lunch to share stories of our time on Post and get their 
perspectives of their tours of duty. We will also have an opportunity 
to tour the facility and view the current state-of-the-art security 
equipment on Post and various weaponry. The Command will have 
different ship store items to purchase upon our visit (cash only). 

The Ships Store will be located within the Marine House on the 
second level of the hotel. It will have various items for sale such 
as Windbreakers, Sweatshirts, Ballcaps, Polo Shirts, T-Shirts, 
patches, lapel pins, and other things. (Cash or Credit Cards will be 
accepted). 

Again, I look forward to seeing old MEGA friends as well as making 
new ones. Safe travels to all, and let’s have a fantastic reunion. 
Semper Fi

Election Process
By Tim Wood

Dear Marines,

Election Guidelines and 
Bylaws are available 
on our website. I 
thought that a personal 
summary of our 
election process for 
the Board of directors 
would be beneficial to 
our members.

Through the MEGA 
website, electronic 
mail, and the MEGA 
newsletter, the Chairman of the Board shall announce the annual 
election on or before the 15th of December. They shall identify 
the available positions, including the term and responsibilities of 
the office. MEGA does not use a nominating committee. Members 
nominate themselves and, under the bylaws, be in good standing 
at the time. All candidates are asked to submit a photo and a  
125-word narrative on why they want the position. Other campaign 
materials, emails, etc., is prohibited.

Nominations are received, ballots are prepared by the Elections 
Chairman and submitted to the Board for approval as prescribed 
by the MEGA’s Chairman of the Board. The ballot shall consist of 
one page listing the open positions for election and names of the 
candidates with mailing instructions. There is a return deadline. 
The most common reason for discarding a submitted vote is that 
members forget to sign their ballot.  

The Chairman of the Election Committee will solicit four volunteers 
(3-primary and 1-alternate) from the general membership to assist 
in tallying the votes. Ballots may be submitted in person, by mail, 
or by email. Once voting has closed, the Election Committee 
will ensure ballots are legitimate, tally the votes to determine 
consensus. The Election Committee Chairman will present the 
results to the Board of Directors.

The election will be held in March/April and the results announced 
at the General Membership Meeting simultaneous with our annual 
reunion.  

Election Guidelines and Bylaws are available on our website.

S/F 
Tim Wood 
Elections Chairman
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Woman Marine Security Guard - Part 1
By Angela Munson

I was born in Huntsville, AL; my father, an Army Warrant Officer. 
In high school, I joined the Marine Corps JROTC and went from 

a mousey quiet teen to a tough chic. Our high school MCROTC 
detachment went to Paris Island and Lejeune. So when I finished 
high school, I knew the only thing I wanted to do was be a Marine.

After Paris Island, I went to Courthouse Bay Camp Lejeune to 
attend Water Purification School (MOS 1171). Then on to Camp 
Hansen Okinawa with two-month stints with Operation Bear Hunt & 
Team Spirit in Korea.

In 1987 I was in Camp 
Pendleton at 8th Engineer 
Support Battalion and saw 
a notice regarding slots for 
Women to attend Embassy 
Duty. I heard stories from 
other Marines about Embassy 
Duty but never gave it much 
thought. Even after being 
forewarned by our S-1 Captain, 
who said I had to be ready 
to PCS (Permanent Change 
of Station) or be on-station 
for two years, I put in for the 
assignment. 

Less than a month later, I was 
called to S-1 to sign orders, 
with no idea what they 
talked about. The Battalion 
Commanders’ office asked 
me how in the hell did I get 
orders to MSG duty and didn’t 
know women were allowed. He 
looked at the Orders again and said, well, you better do a good 
job, don’t come back here with your tail between your legs and 
embarrass us. He signed off on the orders, and I was on my way to 
Quantico with only two weeks’ notice.

I was in the May 1988 class of 93 males 5 females at Quantico.  
Two of us had successful tours; the other didn’t finish because  
she married a watchstander and PCS’d together somewhere. One 
WM was not up to the mental and physical rigors of the program.  
Another had an integrity issue regarding a financial situation 
revealed during her initial interview and background check. They 
found out and sent her back to her unit.

I didn’t have any issues with anyone during my training period. 
But I do recall one instructor, a Gunny Sergeant, who expressed 
divisive views on WM Embassy Marines. It was during an interview 
halfway into your 6-week class. He went on and on about women 
being on MSG duty thought it was a mistake that women would 
be sleeping around, have their period, and not being able to stand 
post; stupid caveman stuff. I waited till he got done ranting and 
raving, came to attention, executed an about-face, and marched 
out of the hearing. Didn’t affect me in the least. A few minutes later, 
I put on a red dress, comb my hair, and went out on a date with my 

boyfriend. 

During one phase of my physical 
training, I put another Marine 
on my shoulder and run 30 
yards. Then he picked me up 
and returned the 30 yards. I 
had never done that before and 
wasn’t sure how it would work. 
The second memorable aspect 
of the training was firefighting 
inside the firehouse facility. 
When the water hit the base of 
the fire, the temp in the tiny room 
must have risen 50 degrees in 
seconds. But it was fun. 

As for a clothing allotment, 
we were bused to a nearby 
shopping mall and given a 
little more than men received. 
Nothing notable or fancy, just 
essential professional wear. One 

light and one dark suit, several 
blouses, slacks or skirts, and flat dress shoes, including those 
with a 2-inch heel.  We didn’t have the same embassy choices 
the male Marines had and were limited to Paris, London, Belgium, 
Geneva, Bonn, and 2 more I don’t recall. I picked and got Paris and 
was super happy. I confess I would have been just as delighted 
anywhere in Europe (east or west). I have stayed in contact with 
several watchstanders since my discharge. I departed in 1992 via 
social media, but Marie Winslow was the only WM.

Angela Munson’s MSG story will be continued in the Winter MEGA 
Newsletter.
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Graduation photo, L to R: Angela Munson, Marie Winslow, and Pam Schrader
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First MSG Security  
Augmentation Unit
By Percy Blakeney

The MSG Security Augmentation Unit (MSAU – pronounced “em-
sou”) was initially planned in 2003 by MSG Battalion Commanding 
Officer Colonel Buddy Rizzio. Rizzio determined there was 
the need for a platoon of MSGs in Quantico capable of being 
dispatched to provide support when the President (POTUS), Vice 
President (VPOTUS), and Secretary of State (SECSTATE) traveled 
overseas. He observed that when certain detachments were short-
handed and faced increasing threats, MSG company commanders 
were moving MSGs from nearby detachments to assist. By doing 
so, the assisting detachments were losing their complement of 
Marines for that period. Rizzio’s plan called for establishing an MSG 
Augmentation Platoon (MAP) under the MSG Battalion Operations 
Section (S-3). It deployed to support the above senior-level U.S. 
official travel when there were threat increases. Rizzio briefed his 
plan to Headquarters, Marine Corps (HQMC), and Department of 
State officials, who said that, at that time, there was no need for 
such an organization.

In the wake of the terrorist attack on U.S. Consulate Benghazi in 
September 2012, Congress authorized the MSG program to grow 
by 1,000 Marines. In addition to using this manpower increase to 
activate new detachments and give every existing detachment 
more Marines, the Rizzio Plan and MSAU came into being.

Then Major David Emmel, an infantry officer with deep ties to 
the MSG program*, was hand-selected as the first commanding 
officer to start MSAU from scratch. Emmel created all unit orders 

and training and readiness plans to ensure MSAU was ready to 
begin training within a few months following the Benghazi attack. 
As the first commanding officer of MSAU, his initiatives were 
the start of many firsts for MCESG. Of significance was MSAU’s 
largest deployment to date and the first deployment into a hostile 
environment to replace the U.S. Army’s East African Response 
Force (EARF) at the U.S. Embassy in Juba, South Sudan. Other 
noteworthy deployments solidifying MSAU’s credibility with the 
Department of State were: U.S. Embassy Bangkok, Thailand, when 
chaos and violence broke out during local elections; to the U.S. 
Embassy Kyiv, Ukraine, when the Russians invaded Ukrainian 
territory; and to the U.S. Consulate Erbil, Iraq, when the ISIS threat 
increased in the region. Never before in MSG history had MSGs 
been the “go-to force” for the National Security Council when 
violence erupted in foreign capital cities. The foundation that 
Emmel and his team laid continues as the basis for today’s MSAU.  

The mission of MSAU is two-fold. During periods of increased 
threat at an embassy or consulate, and if requested by the 
Department of State, its primary purpose is to augment security 
at the post to protect U.S. diplomatic personnel and prevent the 
compromise of national security information and equipment. 
During these augmentation deployments, while the resident 
MSG detachment concentrates on the chancery, MSAU will 
focus on internal and external security of the entire compound, 
incorporating random anti-terrorism measures. The decision to 
deploy MSAU elements typically results from a request from the 
Chief of Mission through the regional security officer (RSO) in 
response to local security-related events at a post. The request 
can be based on present or anticipated conditions but focuses on 
pre-or post-crisis periods. The RSO will notify Diplomatic Security 
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Service (DS) and provide information, such as the proposed 
requirements and the expected duration of the deployment. Once 
validated and authorized, DS informs HQMC and MCESG. They 
will authorize MSAU to coordinate with post officials to meet 
requests promptly, deploying as quickly as possible. Requests for 
MSAU may also come directly from the Department of State in 
Washington, DC, as was the case for the first MSAU deployments in 
September 2013. In anticipation of an increased threat during the 
first anniversary of the terrorist attack in Benghazi, the Department 
identified specific posts to receive security augmentation. Due to 
the hard work in establishing and preparing MSAU by Emmel and 
his team, MSAU simultaneously deployed augmentation teams 
to numerous embassies in Africa and the Middle East before the 
anniversary. 

The second part of MSAU’s mission is to provide security support 
during overseas visits by POTUS, VPOTUS, and SECSTATE at 
locations other than a U.S. chancery to prevent the compromise 
of national security information. When the local MSG detachment 
or supporting region cannot execute this type of mission for any 
reason, MCESG will task MSAU to conduct it. For visits that include 
high-profile events such as multi-nation summits or state funerals, 
MCESG will automatically task MSAU. 

Since MSAU’s inception, the unit has deployed various sized 
elements almost 200 times to augment security at embassies 
and consulates; and over 160 times in support of senior-level 
U.S. official travel overseas. Just in the first eight months of this 
year, despite the added challenges of COVID-19, MSAU executed 
security augmentations at seven embassies in various locations 
across the globe.  

MSAU members are MSGs who have graduated from MSG School 
and completed their first or second tour as an MSG at a regular 
MSG detachment. To be assigned to MSAU, the Marine’s region 
commanding officer must nominate the Marine based on his or 
her tactical proficiency and proven leadership under stressful 
situations. MCESG then screens the Marine for background 
and behavioral concerns that may affect their ability to operate 
independently and represent the Marine Corps in highly visible 
situations. 

Upon reporting to Quantico, the Marines must complete four 
weeks of initial certification training (ICT) specifically focused 
on advanced MSGs skills required for the MSAU mission. ICT 
instructors are from MSAU and the DS Training Directorate; they 
provide additional training and continuous proficiency training 
to maintain standards in basic and advanced MSG augmentation 
operations. The training includes higher weapon qualifications, 
marksmanship with weapons other than those issued by USMC, 
advanced tactics, and emergency medical procedures. After ICT, 
the Marines join one of the ten squads based in Quantico. The 
squads consist of 12 MSGs and one detachment commander. 
Throughout their time with MSAU, the Marines continuously train 
and remain in a high state of readiness to deploy in support of the 
Department of State. 

*David Emmel was an MSG watchstander in Gaborone, Botswana 
89-90; Moscow, Russia 90-91; and San Jose, Costa Rica 91-93. 
As a captain, Emmel served as an inspecting officer (IO) in MSG 
Company D. Now, as a colonel and commanding officer of School 
of Infantry – East, he is the highest-ranking “MSG” on active duty.
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MEGA Director Steven Maxwell
When I reflect back on my 8 years in the Corps, my mind 
immediately goes to the 2 duty tours I spent on MSG duty 
between 1983 and 1985. No doubt that my service at the 
Embassy in Kuwait, Kuwait, and Santiago, Chile, are among 
my most treasured memories. When I found out about 
MEGA in 2014, I knew I had to join. I looked forward to 
hooking up with those that I served with.  Reaffirm friend-
ships formed and visit with those who served before or af-
ter both my tours of duty. It was those connections that later 
lead me to want to be more involved with the organization. 
I was first appointed to the BOD in 2019 when a vacancy 
opened. After reviewing its Mission, Vision, and Core values 
statements, I knew I had to be involved with the organiza-
tion. Since my appointment, I have chaired and continued to 
co-chair the Communications committee and joined the re-
union committee. Being a part of the MEGA BOD has been 
extremely gratifying. Knowing, I am part of a team here to 

serve as proprietors of the Marine Security Guard legacy and establish lasting connections with 
the men and women who have served as Embassy Marines. It is the esprit de Corp that drives all 
of us here on the MEGA BOD.

2006 - Convoys leave Camp Buehring, Kuwait 
under the watchful eye of L/Cpl. Steven Maxwell.

continued from previous page



TAPS 2020-21

ROY MACDONALD Hong Kong, HK 72-73 | Peking CN 73-74 

RALPH W BAGGETT Paris FR 61-63 |

EDWARD L MULLUNS Vientiane LA 59-60 | Taipei TW60-61 

RALPH W CATON Calcutta IN 59-61

EDWARD NORMAN SZREJTER Luxembourg LU 62-65 

JOHN F SIMPSON Baghdad IQ 59-61 | Tehran IR 61 

DANIEL F WARD London GB 1953-56 

WILLIAM D FUREY Jerusalem IL 48-49 

CHARLES W MOSEMAN Singapore SG 58-60 

PAUL R ROBINSON Kabul AF 60-61 | Ankara TR61-63 

GERALD J BOLICK Bonn DE 54-55 | Budapest HU55-57 

JAMES P QUINN Seoul KR 57-58 | Manila PI 58-60 

ZANE EVERETT Moscow RU 61-63 | Paris FR 63 

LOUIS A CHATELLE Seoul KR 57-59 | Tokyo JP59-60 

JAMES J CHAJKOWSKI London GB 53-56 

STEPHEN A THOMAS Baghdad IQ 63-64 | Tel Aviv IL 64-65 

GEORGE V LAMPMAN Seoul KR 49-51 

KENNETH S RAPP Belgrade YU 66-67 | Paris FR 67 

CHUCK NORRIS Paris FR 58 | Warsaw PL58-60 
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More Voices…

“My best reunion experience was when I got to spend time with one of my Marine Corps 
Buddy Program buddies, Kevin Dupes at the 2018 reunion in Arlington, VA. We not only 
went to boot camp at Parris Island together but went to MSG School together in May of 
1982. After being medically retired with over 30 years of service, it helped me to feel 
re-connected and uplifted. What I enjoyed the most was hearing the stories of the other 
Marine Security Guards.”

Chairman Robert Lightly   

“This will be my first-ever MEGA Reunion, and I am looking forward to connecting with 
old and new colleagues in Old Town Alexandria and visiting MCESG in Quantico.”

Vice-Chairman John Burke  

“I have not attended a reunion in some time, but I am looking forward to this year’s! The 
reunion is always a great opportunity to connect with our members on a more personal 
level.” 

Director Kevin Carleo  

“Reunions are not a given and we are blessed to have the opportunity to muster 
together as a family and reflect on our legacy as United States Marines and Marine 
Security Guards.”

Director Anthony (Tony) Frasco

“My most memorable Reunion was watching two Moscow Marines from the early 1950s 
reconnect for the first time in more than 60 years. Watching these two grown men 
embrace and shed tears over their shared duty during one of the most impactful times in 
their lives is something I’ll never forget.”

Treasurer Kevin Hermening 
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“In Nashville, TN the China Marines from 1984-1986 reassembled in mass for the first 
time in 28 years, for most of us. The MEGA Reunion was the backdrop for one of the 
Most memorable weekends EVER.” 

Director Paul (Doc) Doolittle  

“I look forward to meeting a newer generation of MEGA members. I remember our first 
reunion, no formal Marine House bar just a motel bathroom with a tub filled with cans  
of beer.” 

Newsletter Editor Ed Vasgerdsian  

“Being able to spend 4 days with Marines you haven’t howled at the moon with in 
decades is pretty special...it’s always an honor to meet and share the events and 
activities with new and old friends we have met there through the years.”

“Historical Archivist Jack McGarry   

“I have been to 17 MEGA  Reunions ...   have they changed over the years ...  some good ... 
some bad  ...  some more interesting than others ...! Always great to catch up with friends.” 

Chaplain Juan Rocha  

“At our first MEGA Reunion in February 1999 I had the opportunity to meet with other 
Marines and rehash, talk, laugh and relive past experiences. When I arrived in D.C., I 
knew no one.  That evening as I sat in the makeshift Marine House having my Scotch 
and a moment to myself, it hit me. I am with others like me.” 

Secretary Bill Stanson  

“MEGA Reunions are fantastic. I have had the pleasure of reuniting and dining with three 
of my four NCOIC;s/Detachment Commanders as well as my fellow Watchstanders.” 

Reunion Chairman Vincent Downes 
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PICS
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⊳ Kabul MSGs Return Home 
MCESG Staff Photo 
Submitted by Vince Downes

▲ Available at the Reunion:  
Compressed wood 6.5 x 8 inch.  

Our MSG Logo available at the 2021 
reunion. Frame not included $25.00

⊳ Caption Reads: Troops gargled 
twice a day during the influenza 
epidemic in 1918 which claimed 
550,00 American lives.
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To Contribute New Media to our website or newsletter: Go to https://embassymarine.org/contribute/ to submit photos, 

documents (PDF or Microsoft Word) and videos. The following file types are authorized:  

pdf, doc, docx, xls, xlsx, png, jpg, jpeg, bmp, gif, mp4.

Please provide descriptions for photos as applicable. Be sure to reference the respective filename for each description.  

COMMITTEE CHAIRS

Juan ROCHA | Chaplain
Tim WOOD | Election

Kevin CARLEO | Webmaster, Membership, Historical Archives  
Vincent DOWNES | Reunion 2021,  

MCESG Executive Liaison and Ship’s Store
Fred SAMARELLI | Technology

Steve MAXWELL | Communications
Ed VASGERDSIAN | Newsletter

Tom BUTLER | Legal Advisor

NEED TO PAY MEMBERSHIP DUES?
You can pay your membership dues via PayPal or Check.  

Visit https://embassymarine.org/dues-payment/ for more information.

Annual dues for Regular Members is $30.00 for 1 year and  
$75.00 for 3 years (save $15.00).  

Please check your account on the website to confirm your due date.

Questions?  
Contact Kevin [ KJ ] Carleo, our Membership Chairman at  

membership@embassymarine.org  
or use the contact form available on the website.

For those members that would prefer to pay by mail, please make your check for  
$30.00 for one year (or $75.00 for 3 years — a savings of 35.00 over 3 Years) payable to MEGA and mail to:  

 
Kevin Hermening, MEGA Treasurer

P.O. Box 6226
Wausau, WI  54402-6226

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Bob LIGHTY | Chairman | 2022
John BURKE | Vice Chairman | 2023

Bill STANSON | Secretary* | 2023
Kevin HERMENING | Treasurer* | 2022

Doc DOOLITTLE | Director | 2024   
David HALE | Director | 2024  

Anthony (Tony) Frasco | Director | 2024
Fred SAMARELLI | Director | 2022  
Steve MAXWELL | Director | 2022

Tim WOOD | Director | 2023
Kevin CARLEO | Director | 2023

* MEGA’s Secretary & Treasurer are elected separately from other BOD members; they also serve as the only standing “Officers” of the 
organization, in accordance with MEGA’s Bylaws.  


